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Motivation

• Want to study hyperon channels (S = -1, -2)

• Secondary vertex information should give 
discriminating power against non-strange 
reactions

• Λ→pπ- is a good start to see how well we 
can constrain vertices

• Λ(1670) is interesting state due to coupling 
to Λη final state. There are very few 
baryons that couple to η in final state.
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Events
• Generated with genr8: γ + p → K+ Λ(1670),  
Λ(1670) →Λη, Λ→pπ-, η→γγ

• Lose ~1/2 of events due to decay modes not of 
interest (Λ→nπ0, η→γγ)

• All primary vertices fixed at z=65, x=y=0.

• t-slope α of 5 is default for genr8 meson 
production, but also try 1.5. This is motivated by 
some preliminary CLAS results

• Acceptances are different since lower α allows for 
larger polar angles, higher momentum transfer to 
Λ(1670)
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Generated Info: α = 1.5
generated cosθc.m.

generated p vs θ
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Generated Info: α = 5.0
generated cosθc.m.

generated p vs θ
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Reconstructed Info
# of combos: lose 238030 / 389796 = 61% of events
before any cuts, mostly due to particles being close to beam line
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reconstructed p vs θ

α=1.5, no kfit cut

junk /mis ID



Reconstructed Info
# of combos: lose 238030 / 389796 = 61% of events
before any cuts, mostly due to particles being close to beam line
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reconstructed p vs θ

α=1.5, 0.01 kfit cut
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Entries  1402626
Mean    1.731
RMS    0.07357
Underflow  1.357e+06
Overflow     2261
Integral  4.345e+04

no    kfit cut: 43450 events, acc.=11.2%
0.01 kfit cut:  8819 events, acc.= 2.3%

generated (scaled): 26814 events

IM(Λ,η)

No kfit gives 11% acceptance but
lots of junk, 1% kfit cut reduces

acceptance to 2.3%.



Vertex Studies

generated
vρ vs vz

Κ+

all at z = 65, ρ =0

p

generated
vy vs vx

all at x = y =0

pΚ+

α=1.5



Vertex Studies

reconstructed
vρ vs vz

Κ+ p

reconstructed
vy vs vx

pΚ+

α=1.5, no kfit cut

strange bifurcation



Vertex Studies

reconstructed
vρ vs vz

Κ+ p

reconstructed
vy vs vx

pΚ+

α=1.5, 0.01 kfit cut

bifurcation mostly gone?



Vertex Difference
• Plot difference of reconstructedof K+ and p vertex

• Δvρ vs Δvz

• Total difference |Δv| divided 
by errors on vertex give 
significance of how different 
the two vertices are     
(input to TMVA?)

no kfit cut 0.01 kfit cut



Vertex Errors
• Currently take into account the full 

covariance matrix of each measured 
particle, calculate the total error on each 
vertex

• Errors in each direction look reasonable
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Difference of 
recon vs generated

Κ+ Δz

no kfit: resolution for ρ , z:  ~1 cm

Κ+ Δρ p Δρ

p Δz



Difference of 
recon vs generated

Κ+ Δz

1% kfit: resolution for ρ , z:  ~0.3 cm

Κ+ Δρ p Δρ

p Δz



Summary
• Looked at K+Λ(1670) to study secondary 

vertices

• So far, GlueX vertex reconstruction looks 
very promising (still need to check χ2 etc)

• Can extend studies to other channels such 
as K+Σ+π-, where Σ+→pπ0 is more 
difficult since the π0 is not charged

• Can also look into Ξ channels for 
secondary, tertiary vertices

• Displaced vertices look like a promising 
tool to separate hyperon channels


